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Traffix Stop™ provides a cutting edge
stop sign violation monitoring system
that automatically detects, recognizes
and reports stop sign violators.
TraffixStop™ is an advanced video and
analysis solution that enables
municipalities make their towns safer
for pedestrians, especially for kids and
elderly people, by automated law
enforcement in traffic junctions.
The system’s flexibility allows its easy
deployment in any urban environment,
with minimal interference to citizens’
day-to-day routine.
Utilizing wireless communications and
adaptable lenses, the system may be
installed in various locations around the
junction, maintaining high accuracy
violation detection and documentation.

No need for computers experience
TraffixCloud™ allows any policeman to
successfully manage its reports
generator. The system has been
developed to allow police forces scaleup with no further investment required
in IT infrastructure. The generation of a
report and ticket is allowed with any
secure internet connection, within one
minute.
Cutting down on court time - each
report is sent out to the violator with a
link to a respective video clip
presenting his specific event, violation
marking and detection proof, thus
significantly decreasing the number of
citizens’ appeals to police, municipality
or court.
Traffix Safety™ is the industry leader in
vehicle monitoring and traffic laws
automated enforcement services for
government, police, and traffic
departments worldwide. Our photo
enforcement systems feature multiple
integrated and synchronized high
resolution digital cameras, providing
tailored solutions with maximal
flexibility to any unique set of needs.
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System Architecture

TraffiCloud™

Police:
Ticket verification

Stop Sign Violation Enforcement System

Press the image to view video on YouTube
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Violator:
View violation video

 Small footprint allowing system installations with


















Data Storage, Security and
Effectiveness
All systems are username and
password protected and featured
with tamper-proof locks. Extracted
data is digitally signed, and
information and remote
connectivity are encrypted. Clear
digital images and motion videos
show the status of the traffic signal
and the location of the violating
vehicle inside the intersection,
before and after the incident.

aesthetically pleasing ground level enclosures,
tailored to site-specific environments
Offers remote location capabilities, along with
optional solar power and wireless broadband access
Intelligent stop sign interface allows for monitoring of
multiple traffic phases, to suit all protected-turn lanes
Provides remote system access for adjustments,
maintenance, and transfer of incident data and
statistics
Utilizes all broadband methods of communication,
including cable, DSL, ISDN, wireless broadband
(EVDO), point-to-point, and fiber networks
Optional VPN solutions to ensure high security
The TraffiCloud™ back-office data
Electro-optical detection systems available for
processing center provides turnkey
seamless installation. No infrastructure construction
solutions for violation data, court
required.
evidence and violation notice
World-wide code-compliant, ultra-fast visible fullprocessing. Wireless or hardwired
color imaging. IR capabilities also available for lowinternet capabilities are provided.
light, non-intrusive applications.
TraffixCam™, industry-leading functionality, stability
and flexibility. Provides multiple auxiliary camera
capabilities to gain multiple fields of view (rear, front,
multi-front photography).
Video Capture for full-motion video provides
situational awareness before and after incident. High
end full HD video cameras produce irrefutable
evidence.
TraffixLive!™ provides live streaming video to
browsers, using high-performance compression
algorithms and multiple simultaneous camera views.
Also provides video recording capabilities for safecity applications.
Secure onsite storage and continuous operation
during communication outages.
Sanity monitoring system ensures proactive
maintenance to resolve potential field operation
issues.
Full HD cameras for superb violation sanity
recording. HD video enables seeing the license plate
number in the violation overview video.
Traffic data packages provide all types of vehicle
count and automated
License-Plate-Recognition for
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security and traffic monitoring applications.

